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The aliens have arrived!While most UFO books are re-hashes of old cases, â€œInside UFOsâ€•

presents the cutting edge of UFO research with ten all new original cases of extensive contact. A

wide variety of ETs are presented, including various types of grays, Praying Mantis-type ETs,

humanoids and Nordics. The witnesses are normal everyday people who suddenly find themselves

in very unusual situations. The unique and unusual nature of the cases in this book will surprise

even those well-versed in the UFO literature. â€¢A Navy Corpsman is invited aboard a UFO by his

shipmate, only to meet fifteen-foot tall friendly Praying Mantis-type ETs.â€¢A young child

experiences an encounter with Nordic ETs that marks a lifelong series of contacts.â€¢A paperboy

encounters a UFO and missing time, leaving him with an undiagnosed illness and a mystery that

remained unsolved for years.â€¢An office-worker is confronted by a nine-foot-tall praying mantis,

only to discover that sheâ€™s also having contact with gray-type ETs too.â€¢a teacher stops on the

road when a huge metallic sphere drops from the sky, and out steps a handsome-looking

spaceman.â€¢A new mother is shocked to see an alien right outside her window, staring intently at

her newborn son.â€¢a desperately ill housewife is transported from her home into an unknown base

and cured by an eight-foot-tall orange-haired humanoid.â€¢A young farm-boy encounters UFOs on

his familyâ€™s farm, beginning a very close and lifelong relationship with ETs.â€¢A Navy Electronics

Specialist has a complex UFO encounter aboard a Navy Ship, and is taught by the ETs about

alternative energy sources.â€¢A nursing assistant experiences a life-long series of missing time

incidents culminating in a fully conscious encounter with gray-type ETs who attempt to answer all

his questionsWhy are the aliens here? What is their agenda on our planet? Are they hostile or

benevolent? This book answers these questions and more, directly from the witnessesâ€™

themselves. This is not just another book about abductions by grays. This collection of true UFO

stories shows how fascinating and bizarre extraterrestrial contact can be.
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I have read books about ufo sightings and contact for years. Most books rehash cases that I am

very familiar with. This book was a surprise in that I have never read about any of these cases

before. I thoroughly enjoyed it from the start. Especially touched by the story that included the words

from the aliens that states God will provide man whatever he needs to succeed. Recommend to

new and old readers interested in this subject.

The stories on this book were all very interesting. That made the entire book super engaging to me.

Finishing treading it made me want to read moire from this author. I'm glad that there were more

titles available an I have started reading "Not from here..."

This is an excellent set of personal experiences. This is a difficult topic to try to understand, and

these stories reflect a wide range. There is very little "editorializing" in these accounts, just the

strange events told in nice clear prose. Well done Preston! Highly recommended.

I think I accidently wrote my review for the product below -- Rebar Trap Anchor Stakes. Please

insert that review in the space for Inside UFOs.thanks,John

Good book - I like the writing style of the author (I have read a few of his other books). The stories

are very interesting, even if some seem to be a little "out there". I will let others decide on the

veracity of the individual tales of contact but I still found it a good read.



Well it is a very interesting book, I have always been fascinated with ufo's I have seen a few over

the years,and I love to read other people's stories and what happened to them.

Enjoyed reading this Preston- thank you for your investigations into these cases.

This book is 10 stories of people who have or claimed to have had alien contact. That is all. Some of

the stories don't seem that believable, but some definitely do. I don't know...I'm indifferent on this

book. 3 stars
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